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the texts occupying semantic fields that tell the need for testimony and the desire for 
recognition, in a tension between memory and thirst for the future. 

 -Iodko (Jakob Narkievitch-Jodko); Nadnëman (Nad-Nie-
man); history of science; electrography; memory and identity; Belarus.  

Ricerche slavistiche. Nuova serie 4 (64) 2021: 207-231 

ARNOLD MCMILLIN 

ASPECTS OF BELARUSIAN VERSE PARODIES 

In memory of Sante Graciotti 

The writing of parodies goes back to the times of the Greeks and 
Romans, whilst, more recently in England, for example, it is thought 
to begin with Geoffrey Chaucer in the 14th century. Cousins of paro-
dy, such as satire, pastiche, burlesque, persiflage and travesty, will 
not be considered here, except for two anonymous 19th-century Be-
larusian pastiche-like travesties, neida navyvarat (The Aeneid in-
side out) and Taras na Parnase (Taras on Parnassus) that are tradi-
tionally treated as the beginning of Belarusian parodic writing. The 
first of these has two Slavic forebears: Nikolaj Osipov’s Virgilieva 
Eneida, vyvoro ennaja na iznanku (Virgil’s Aeneid turned inside out, 
St Petersburg, 1791-96: in four parts, with a further two parts added 
by Aleksandr Kotel’nickij in 1802-06) and secondly a Ukrainian ver-
sion by Ivan Kotljarevs’kyj published in the same city seven years 
later: Eneida na malorusskij jazyk perelicovannaja (The Aeneid giv-
en a new face in the Little Russian language). The Belarusian ver-
sion, however, appears to be independent of these, probably written 
in the first quarter of the 19th century, but certainly after 1812, since 
it refers to Kutuzov’s pursuit of Napoleon. The question of its author-
ship as, indeed, of the other travesty, remains uncertain to the pres-
ent day (see Kisjalë . Similar to neida in language 
and metre, but more polished in execution, Taras na Parnase was 
probably written in the early 1840s and may, just possibly, be by the 
same author (see Š ; this dream of a woodman visiting 
Parnassus depicts a prosperous homestead described by Taras with 
an ethnographer’s eye for prosaic, realistic detail. Both travesties cir-
culated widely in manuscript throughout the 19th century and they are 
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considered to be two of the most important works of the early period 
of modern Belarusian literature. 

Most Belarusian verse parodies were written towards the end of 
the 20th century, and five books of individual parodies appeared at 
this time or slightly later:  1974 and 1989; Skobla 1993; 
Z ka  1994  and one major anthology . 
Whilst in the West scholars had agonized over definitions of the 
genre (see, for example, Dentith 2000) the last of these compilations 
contains no analysis as such, but more general suggestions from its 
editor, for instance, that parodies are a sign of a literature’s maturity 

). He also recalls how the 
great poet Anatol’ Sys ( -  that it was much 
easier to parody than to create, or, indeed, to cut corn; for Sys pa-
rodies were reverse sides of existing things or their shadows (Ku-

: 6). Ivan Malec , himself a parodist, in his 
‘Slova paradistu’ (A word to the parodist) complains that not enough 
work has been done on the genre, and that not all parodies are de-
structive : 7-10). 

Before going on to 20th-century parodies, it may be worth men-
tioning a few earlier works: the first were two anonymous satirical 
pieces of prose: Pramova Mjaleški (The speech of Mjaleška, ?1622-
?32) and  (A Lette , tu-
ries later an anonymous satire on a wide range of writers and critics, 
Skaz pra lysuju haru (The tale of a bare mountain) circulated wide-
ly, albeit unofficially, at the beginning of the 1970s; some four de-
cades later its authorship was claimed by a leading cultural figure of 

-2016). Most recently has appeared a pa-
rodic book on the present authoritarian leader, Idyjot, samy nasta-
ja  (The most absolute idiot, see ISN 2000, with a second edition 
in 2001); for more of a similar type of satire see Anastasiya Astapo-
va’s excellent . 

Returning to the heyday of verse parodies in Belarusian litera-
ture, they include: corrective contrasts, of which a good example is 
Michas’ Skobla (b. 1966) on Michas’ Stryhalë in-
fra), and mockery of various weaknesses and inadequacies, as well 
as contradiction or humorous exaggeration of the poets’ ideas and 
creative endeavours (passim). Additional characteristic Belarusian 
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themes include the writing of verse and the ambition of poets to 
reach Parnassus,1 often with advice from parodists that their victims 
should consider giving up writing altogether, and related to this the 
suggestion that there are too many ‘ordinary’ poets. Particularly no-
table are examples of sexism in an essentially patriarchal society, 
sometimes expressed directly but more often through the portrayal 
of women as victims, as well as being helpmates or hindrances to 
their male partners; the concept of parasitism and the production of 
food is also alive in a country that until relatively recently was es-
sentially agricultural. Minor themes include sacrilege, shopping and 
clothes (the latter two not mentioned in this article). 

To Skobla, as has been mentioned, belongs an excellent satire on 
a rather absurd poem by Michas’ Stryhalë , Aleja Anny Kern (The 
avenue of Anna Kern), in which he talks about wandering down a 
lime avenue hoping to meet Puškin’s most famous lover ‘again’, the 
subject of Ja pomnju udnoe mgnovenie (I remember a wondrous 
moment). Apart from the chronological and other disparities between 
Puškin and Stryhalë  of the flora of Pe-
tersburg, when he calls the place of his imagined meeting a lime a-
venue. The parodist suggests that the lovesick poet pretends that he 
wrote Puškin’s famous line and that he asks Anna why she needs an 
Arab, but at the end she crushes him with a pun: 

 
!2  

Another strange poem is by Viktar Šnip (b. 1960), of which the 
very first line must seem absurd, “U kavjarni pachne kavaj…” (“In a 
coffee shop it smells of coffee…”); in it the poet expresses his dis-
comfort in what he feels to be alien surroundings: 

 
 

  

 
(1) Perhaps the obsession with Parnassus, which will appear in some of the 

examples below, is linked to the anonymous 19th-century, work, but is should be 
noted that the best Belarusian poets like Ryhor Baradulin (1 -2014), Uladzimir 
Njaklj (b. 1946) and Ales’ Raza (1947-2021) do not use this trope. 

(2) “I don’t need lime avenues, nor fake poems either!”. 
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3 (Šnip 1989:  

Skobla’s parody is ironically entitled Prys’ n’ne dnju nezale -
nas’ci (Dedication to Independence Day) and describes the poet as 
equally uncomfortable in a cafe where there is drink, free food and 
 

(3) “In a coffee shop it smells of coffee, in a coffee shop it is stuffy. Near the 
tables are oak benches, and there is a swamp on the benches. As a country boy I feel 
awkward, it is even frightening to stand here. They are sucking something through 
straws, they are looking at me through the smoke. I buy a glass of tea. The tea is 
like dirty water. But I do not pay attention to that and stand like an orphan. And in 
the coffee shop it smells of coffee and in the coffee shop it is stuffy. There is no 
room on the benches, but that is no misfortune. I would not come here for centuries, 
but some devil brought me in. I know that coffee shops are in fashion, but I have 
not grown up enough for them. I am not striving to grow sufficiently. For me the 
main thing is to live freely in Belarus, that our native language should live. Castles, 
churches, burial mounds I would not give up for any old rubbish. Thank God that 
Belarus does not live in coffee houses”. 
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pop music, where he does not indulge, disapproving of the drunken 
poets there. Here are two stanzas from the middle of the parody: 

’  
 

 
… 

 
 

 
4 (Skobla 1993: 61) 

As has been mentioned, Belarus is a deeply patriarchal country, 
where old-fashioned attitudes to women are prevalent and also evi-
dent in some of the poems and parodies here. This unpleasant phe-
nomenon has been vigorously resisted in recent years by, amongst 
others, the very talented poet Vol’ha Hapeeva b. 1982) whose Pja-

matyl’ (The sand butterfly) is dedicated to male and female fe-
minists (Hapeeva 2003: 13); her most recent play Tam (There) ends 
with a grossly explicit speech by the arrogant Administrator against 
the women who have resisted his sexual advances: 

– , – -
-

 – -

, -
 (Hapeeva 2016: 226) 

Finally in these examples of Hapeeva’s feminism are two lines from 
a poem … (It is sometimes so amazing…): 

 
(4) “Drunken poets grab the free stuff in order to drink to this holiday, I alone 

have weakened… I lie down exhausted under the counter and wipe off the dust. I 
do not even have the strength for a tiny bit of the free goodies”. 

( ) “It is the nature of women to look after others – yes, yes, I did not think that 
up, they even say it on television. Thus that assistant in a snack bar, cleaning wo-
man, nanny, medical sister – those are the real occupations for real women. They are 
destined to this BY NATURE, and not because men do not want to do this dirty, 
badly paid work that is respected by nobody and without any prospects”. 
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 6 (Ha-

peeva 2017, 19) 

Although being a feminist in such a society is a lonely position, Ha-
peeva is not alone. Also well worth mentioning, for example, is the 
young Spanish exophonic writer Ángela Espinosa Ruiz (b. 1993). 
Her first book was a samizdat e-book, Pamjac’ ynju (Me-
mory of the future, y another book, Rajal’ 
lja mora (A piano on the seashore,  a verse 
about lack of freedom Marš peramohi (Victory march) appears to 
end with a line hinting at the difficulties of feminism: “

” (“And there won’t be any freedom in the kitchen 
either” : 6). From the same book is Njavesta (The young 
girl), each line of which is: “ ” (“Run, girl, 
escape”); the reasons for fleeing include people envious of her blue 
blouse, a husband, death and the sea; delay will mean it will be too 
late and end in tears (Ppb  

The theme of women’s role in Belarusian parodies may be introduced 
by a poet, Ales’ Zvonak (1907-1996), writing long before the age of 
feminism. A parody Antypa t sija (A verse against poetesses) by A-
natol’ Z  based on two uncompromising lines by the 
earlier poet does not reject their thought but only suggests that Zvo-
nak would like, so to speak, to defect: 

– 
…7 (Z ka : 31) 

* 
 

 
 

 
(6) “and then run to the swimming pool in order to together drown the injustice 

of the patriarchal world”. For more detail about the work of this poet see McMillin 
2019: 107-24. 

(7) “No, I shall not clamber onto Parnassus any more – there are too many god-
desses there…”. 
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-  
! 
 

8 (Z ka : 31) 

 (b. 1938), being over thirty, in Ja stary, Maryja… (I am 
old, Maryja…) writes to his girlfriend that she should dream of 
someone younger and better. Z Ne s’ni mjane, Ma-
ryja… (Don’t dream of me, Maryja) ends with a clear explanation of 
the problem: 

 
 

 - – 
9 (Kud : 214) 

Leanid Dran’ko-Majsjuk  in   (A 
beautiful woman alongside), despite his scorn for o r d i n a r y 
poets, and reputation as something of a Lothario, is too timid to 
make advances to the attractive woman beside him, imagining that 
the glamorous Russian poet Sergej Esenin - ) would have 
been bolder [although the latter is widely thought to have been bi-
sexual – AMcM] (Dran’ko-Majsiuk 1990: 86), but Malec in 

 (Alongside a woman) suggests that he is held back by fear 
o : 126). Raman Tarmola-Mirski (1936-
2011) in a rather subservient poem,  (Woman), tells how he 
was ordered by his wife to become a poet (Tarmola-Mirski 1974: 
32), but in the parody by Skobla -s (A harsh romance) 
his success with young female readers brings dire consequences, in-
cluding perhaps divorce (Skobla 1993: . Michas’  (b. 

 believes he has not written the best words, and not spoken the 
best things to his beloved, and as a result someone else has run off 

 
(8) “No, I shall not clamber onto Parnassus any more, I shall not turn my steps 

in that direction. It is mostly poetesses that clamber there, and I, regrettably, am just 
a poet. How many of them there are, young and green, poetesses of attractive rhy-
mes! And perhaps I am Alice Zvonak and no way Ales’?”. 

(9) “Don’t ask about the reason, for you know everything without my telling 
you: I would be a splendid man, but unfortunately became a poet”. 
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with her – if only he could have written and spoken better (Baš
1987: Dulja dlja razjavy (A rude gesture for a 
scatterbrain), attributes his literary ambitions to failure in love: 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
10 (Z : 10) 

’s concern about his publishers and status is far from 
untypical of Belarusian parodies. Sometimes poets and sometimes 
their parodists use classical or Russian poets as an often ridiculous 
symbol of their status-seeking. The already mentioned Maroz 
feels closeness to Kupala, as he comes from the same area: 

 
 

[…] 
 

.11 (Maroz 1980: 12) 

In Skobla’s parody they drink beer and write poems together, to 
such an extent that people cannot distinguish where Kupala is and 
where Maroz. Eventually Kupala asks him to “finish off” one of his 
weakest poems, Nad rakoj Ar saj (On the river Aresaj,1933), and also 

 
(10) “Whilst I longed for fame, scribbling poems at night, somebody enticed the 

best girls away from me, scatterbrain that I am. Whilst I sweated over a book, and 
steered myself towards Parnassus, the girls got married, and made a rude sign at me. 
Immediately my heart lost its passion, and only one thing worried me: in the edi-
torial office does a rude sign really await me?”. 

(11) “I belong to Kupala’s kinsfolk and am very proud of that. […] In my poetry 
I always sense Uncle Janka”. 
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says that a far better poem Mahila l’va (The lion’s grave, 1913) was 
dedicated to him. 

L   is a serious writer who in Kali z dušy 
spadae bytu mlos’c’ (When the nausea of everyday life falls from 
my soul) describes sitting in his study and imagining that he sees his 
reflection in writers like Homer, Shakespeare, Petrarch and Kupala. 
Skobla’s parody is of his relationship with the “greats”; here two 
lines from the poem are followed by two stanzas of the parody: 

–  
– 12 (Halubovi : 17) 

* 
 

 
–  

 

  
-  

 
13 (Skobla 1993: 16) 

Incidentally, in another poem, Štrychi  (Lines on 
the Sonnets of Shakespeare) -
lingly, that the drama of life is unsuitable for the stage 
1994: 101). 

Before returning to delusional ambition, it is worth recalling that 
even in a society that denied any worth to religion, the feeling of sa-
crilege appears to have survived. A poem by Kastus’  , 

naha pa ta vorah ës’c’… (Every poet has an enemy…), was 
parodied twice. Firstly, the indignant and provocative poem: 

 
(12) “And it seems to me that here I am an eternal guest, where all the books are 

mirrors of my life”. 
(13) “I push aside uncertainty and pity, did we poets really tremble so little? 

Each of my poems is a history, a tablet, and I myself am eternally inscribed in the 
annals! […] Since that time I shall never forget how I had barely tuned my lyre, and 
with the already classical “To be or not to be” I helped the hapless Shakespeare”. 
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–  
–  

  
 

 
– .14 uk 1988: 73) 

The first parody, by Skobla, depict  as hastening to Golgotha, 
having abandoned his career as a poet, and after some more pseudo-
biblical references, being disappointed at a crown of thorns rather 
than of laurels, and hoping to be anathematized like Tolstoj (Skobla 
1993: 24- . The second parody belongs to Anatol’  (b. 
1961), showing him asserting his poetic identity, and pulling up his 
underpants before apologizing to Christ for his words, but, despite 
all of this, his wife mocks him as Little beetle-bone : 
137-38). 

Are there too many poets? Ales’ Harun (pseudonym of Aljak-
sandr Prušynski, 1887-1920) in his collection  (A mo-
ther’s gift, 1918) had declared that “sam narod – pias’njar” (“the na-
tion itself is a bard”), but several later writers have suggested that 

lines from Anatol’ Astr jka (1911-1978), calling his parody Bjaro-
zavaja kaša (Birch porridge). The original lines were: 

,  

 
(14) “Every poet has an enemy. And although the poet does not make compro-

mises, but the poet will not hide his anger, neither at deceit, nor at deliberate slan-
der. For there is a sacred word on the earth, which cannot be betrayed for a mo-
ment, which can neither be drowned nor burned, the eternal name of which is Truth. 
And I have vowed to live by this word. And my enemies? To hell with them! It is 
not easy to crucify me on a cross, I am a man, and not some Jesus or other”. 
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zavaja kaša (Birch porridge). The original lines were: 

,  

 
(14) “Every poet has an enemy. And although the poet does not make compro-

mises, but the poet will not hide his anger, neither at deceit, nor at deliberate slan-
der. For there is a sacred word on the earth, which cannot be betrayed for a mo-
ment, which can neither be drowned nor burned, the eternal name of which is Truth. 
And I have vowed to live by this word. And my enemies? To hell with them! It is 
not easy to crucify me on a cross, I am a man, and not some Jesus or other”. 
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 ( : 46) 

The parodist’s answer is unequivocal: 
, – 

…16 : 46) 

A more common image for this phenomenon is given by Viktar Šy-
muk (1933-1988): 

 
…17 (Z ka : 71) 

In his parody, ja kalja Parnasa (A scrum around Parnassus), 
Z ds 
it every day, going on to name a quantity of such poets, and ending 
with another couplet: 

  
18 (Z ka : 71) 

Leanid Dajneka (1940-2019) believes he was famous in an earlier 
age, and does not relish having to start striving for Parnassus over 
again (Z : 22). Stryhalë th century, 
in a poem  (Lermontov), thinks that he would have been a 
real poet if he had been killed in a duel (Stryhalë : 38). Z -

’s parody suggests that the end of duelling has led to the remain-
ing of many rotten poets (Z : 60). 

Two poems concern the Russian Symbolist Aleksandr Blok: Mi-
kola Fedzj  (1943-1997) writes a heartfelt verse, “Mne Blok 

a” (“I dreamed of Blok”), imagining him lost and bored in 
a crowd, weighed down with social concerns (Fedzj : 
33). In Z Udvuch z Blokam (Together with Blok) he 
suddenly recognizes the Belarusian, and the two walk along with, as 
the latter suggests, nobody knowing which was which (Z  1994: 

 
( ) “Why do we have poets like birch trees, why do we have birch trees just 

like poets?”. 
(16) “They write many poems, much is given to print – that is why we have 

birch trees, just like poets…”. 
(17) “Like mushrooms last autumn, a huge number of poets has multiplied…”. 
(18) “How much easier life would be, if it were only Šymuk that wrote!”. 
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64). A better parody, though unprovoked, is on the short-lived and 
very tale  (1944-1988), who writes in Vjasna i 
Blok (Spring and Blok) of the Russian reading to her, thus relieving 
her weariness (Jan 78: 80). Z dy Razmova z Blo-
kam (A conversation with Blok) depicts her as thinking of herself as 
an equal classic, and him reading to her and consulting her about the 
quality of his writing. Here is the second part of the parody: 

 
 

 
–  

 
–  

 
 

 

 
, 

 
 

19 (Kudlasevi : 384) 

Two very different poets illustrate heartfelt amorous verse that was 
parodied. One of the best-known love poems of the late 20th century 
belongs to Raisa Baravikova (b. 1947): Lja krynicy bruistae vjane… 
(There fades beside a vigorous spring…), written with a passion that 
is not found everywhere in Belarusian verse (Baravikova 1981: 66). 
Skobla’s parody, Ljasnoe kachan’ne (Forest love) of which this is 
the first stanza somehow brings the atmosphere down to earth: 

  
 

 
(19) “He read them to me alone, not to the public. Occasionally he would stop 

and then usually ask, “Will it do?”, and I would nod and say: “Not bad…” And 
sometimes I would say, “Rather weak. Think harder, Alex”. And he would look guil-
ty, and later would quietly cross out the poem. I watched Blok from the side when 
he was working hard on a poem, and I would correct Blok’s poems and I knew: 
something good will come of Blok!”. 
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 20 (Skobla 1993: 6) 

Henadz’  (1936-2014) behaved with caution and loyalty in 
the Soviet era, but blossomed when it came to an end. Two parodies 
of his poems are both about his love for a far younger woman and 
the problems it brings. Ja ne bajusja… (I am not afraid…) is mainly 
about his indifference to the criticism of others, and the way they try 
to end his struggle to maintain a relationship with her. Here are its 
closing lines: 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
… 

 
 

21 ( : -  

Malec’s parody, Kaho bajacca (Who is there to be afraid of) uses a 
huge number of long, sometimes imaginary, words to suggest that 
Bur rival is also a poet, but that neither of them has written a 
poem for a week. In the other poem, Neznakomka (The unknown 
gi  young woman on a country path and 
feels physical attraction, although he realizes that to stop her would 
be awkward, and yet he would regret letting her go without speak-
ing. For him it is an unwished-for disaster kin 1986: 244). 
The parody by Heorhij  (1928-2014), naja sustr  
(A violent meeting), makes fun of his going along a path with some 

 
(20) “The smell of tobacco or the odour of cabbage do not dampen the crazed 

impulse. But my poetic lips did not become intoxicated as quickly as they should”. 
(21) “With you I am like a free bird, winged, intoxicated with happiness, sober 

with happiness. With you I am rich, wise, good… So will you really allow me to 
become nothing without you?”. 
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of his poems and becoming obsessed by the mini-skirt and mini-
blouse of the girl, and, when they meet again, she makes him kneel 
down before her. One stanza of the parody will suffice to illustrate 
the elderly poet’s problem: 

 
 

-  
22 (Kudlasev : 73-74) 

Very different is the quasi-classical love illustrated in a poem by 
Mikola Malj  (The eternal apple), de-
scribing the relationship of a modern Adam and Eve that ends in 
bliss, but Skobla’s witty parody of it, Neparazumelisja (A failure of 
understanding) has a quite different conclusion. Here are the last 
lines: 

–  

… 
 

–  
… 

 
 

…) 
 23 (Skobla 1993: 39) 

The themes of food and parasitism are linked. The latter topic is 
popular with parodists in the case of poets who buy pre-prepared 
food rather than making it themselves on the land, or when poets 
visiting the country expect not only to be fed but also to bring back 
to the city bags full of produce. Z  parody of Pa zija (Poetry) 

 
(22) “Since then I dream, and am often not pleased with myself. In the quiver of 

the mini-skirt my gaze is lost forever”. 
(23) “‘Come on, let’s sin, Adam!’ It became joyful and relaxed… Eve gathered 

the apples: ‘Oh, forgive me, …’ She 
threw away the apple she had started, maddening my soul. From that time (oh, you 
young girls!…) I only sin with my rhymes!”. 
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-2000) is for eating ready-made products, and 
ends in a typically Belarusian way: 

– 
 

– . 
24 (Z ka :  

More surprisingly, in the first poem of arch-parodist Z ’s own 
book of verse, Bol’ sumlen’nja (The pain of conscience, 1989) the 
same confession of parasitism seems to be made, for which Michas’ 
Paz’njak   criticizes him mercilessly in Ne kašu, ne seju 
(I neither reap nor sow) (Paz’nj 1: 142). The related theme 
of food is at the fore in Z Barternaja zdzelka (A bar-
tering deal) ’s claim that all his thoughts are flying over the 
horizon and that there are too many of them to send to his friend in 
an envelope, so that he had better bring them himself, albeit covered 

:  last stanza of Z
that the poet hopes to exchange the thoughts in his bag for sala, a fa-
vourite Belarusian snack: 

  
 
  

…  (Z : 27) 

A poem by the loyal and very self-satisfied poet Henadz’ 
(b. 1948) describes a collective farm in a long poem, As’  (The 
village of As’  

 
– 

 
 … 

26 ( : 33) 

 
(24) “I do not cut hay for the cow – there is milk in packets. One thing I do is 

write poems. I should give that up as well”. 
( ) “No, I had better put my thoughts in a bag and take them there; here you 

are, brother! Perhaps in exchange for the thoughts, he will put in plenty of lard…”. 
(26) “There is good order on the farm, brother! The sign of that is clear. Look 

how plump the calves are… and the milkmaids!”. 
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Šymuk’s parody,  (Fritters with a meat dip) com-
ments not onl : 

 
 

 
27 :  

three lines of an extraordinarily ar-
rogant verse: 

–  
 

28 : 8) 

The chorus is “ ” (“I must live!”). 
A short par  has the telling title  

(Kisses into moustaches), envisaging awkward intimacy for a long 
: 170-71). 

There are, unsurprisingly, many poems and parodies about alcohol 
and drinking. After all, in 2014 the World Health Organization de-
clared Belarus top of the world for alcohol consumption. Anatol’ 
Vjarcinski (b. 1931) writes eloquently about this problem in Praces 
vydalen’nja alkaholju (The process of getting rid of alcohol) (Vjar-
cinski 1981: 326), a poem that was parodied by Z , who sug-
gests that this process is harder than wr
2001: 90). A modest poem by Ales’ Pis’mj  , Na sa-
mom dne maëj samoty (At the greatest depth of my loneliness) about 
drink being no cure for loneliness, is parodied by Z Vinnaja 

ehija (A vinous elegy), as an epic of alcoholism (Z : 49-
jancina Akolava  is taken to task by Malec in Da-

c’  (To live until the day before yesterday) for two 
enthusiastic lines about beer: 

 , 
, !29 : 37) 

 
(27) “Home again I fell on fritters with a meat dip, that is why I am so plump 

and that is why I write, please God!”. 
(28) “I am prickly, winged, and with a young soul”. 
(29) “It’s such a time and such an age, drink beer, guys!”. 
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Malec’s parody adopts a high moral tone: 
 

30 : 38) 

 -2017) writes in S’neh ihrysty… (The spar-
kling snow…) that he can get drunk on water and snow (Marci
1977: 38), but when in Z s into a snowdrift, 
he hears from bystanders: 

  
.31 (Kudlasevi : 220-221) 

As has been mentioned, parodists often suggest that poets should 
simply give up, and several poets themselves seem to have doubts 
about their calling. For instance, the verse s’ni-
kom…” (“Why did I not become a forester…”) by Aljaksej Pysin 
(1920-1981), produced a parody in which -
tion blame for this uncomfortable dilemma, but offers no solution, 
such as abandoning writing. By contrast, the poem Drovy (Logs) by 
Mikola Kusj  -2004) about vigorously chopping wood 
was parodied by Z who suggests in Lës-blytanik (A muddled 
fate) that he should continue doing precisely that: 

 
32 (Z : 36) 

A number of Belarusian poets have two professions. Artur Vol’-
ski (1924-2002), for instance, was half in the theatre and half a poet. 
Here are four lines from his poem Uzrost (Age): 

  
 
 

33 (Vol’ : 117) 

 
(30) “In order that Belarus be not completely ruined by drink, don’t tease us 

with songs about beer!”. 
(31) “Did you have to get a skinful, especially as you are supposed to be a poet”. 
(32) “It is clearly time to abandon the pen and again take up an axe”. 
(33) “And my heart does not ache, and I do not lose breath, I am not one old 

man but two young ones”. 
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Z c’cë (A divided life) points out the 
double profession, ending somewhat unsympathetically: 

 
 

[…] 
 

  34 (Kudlasevi : 86) 

Like Vol’ski, Pjatro Laman (b. 1949) was strongly connected with 
the theatre. Skobla notes that as an actor he had played in hundreds 
of roles, but had produced only three books of poems (Skobla 2003: 
629). In his satire, T atral’na-pa  (A theatrical-poetic 
dead-end), the parodist picks up on Laman’s depiction of a flood, 
which may or may not be a flood of inspiration, and suggests that he 
was sacked for suggesting that the director had never seen such an 
inundation, so that with a heavy heart and dull head, he decides to 
become a poet (Skobla 1993: 32). 

Aleh Lojka (1931-2018) has been parodied many times and for 
several things, including drink, women and money. In one poem he 
performs a drinking song with a chorus of “Lavi imhnen’ne!” (“Cap-
ture the moment!”). Z up this theme in his parody, begin-
ning with Lojka’s dichotomous situation: 

 
 

– 
 (Z : 36) 

Skobla in his parody Sakr t pospechu (The secret of success) takes 
four lines as his basis, and ends on the same note as Z  

 
 

  
36 (Skobla 1993: 33) 

 
(34) “I am half a dramatist, I am half a poet […] What shall I do with my head, 

for I only have one”. 
( ) “Who am I: a professor or a poet? Just so long as roubles are in my pockets. 

Pour to the brim, young colleague – capture the moment!”. 
(36) “Again I am anxious, becoming dumb I hide from others my sadness that I 
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–  

37 (Skobla 1993: 34) 

The themes of prosody and poetry itself are far from rare in Bela-
rusian parodies, one example being the following two lines by Z -

Vjarba (1942-2012) about her house 
becoming prosaic after she had been left by her man: 

– 
 38 : 88) 

 (Contemporary rhythms) by Uladzimir Skarynkin 
(b. 1939) drew a parody Veršalabirynty (Poetic labyrinths) from Z -

 first 8 lines of the original followed by the first 4 
of the parody: 

– 
 

– 
 

– 
 

– 
39 (Z ka :  

* 
– 

 
– 

 40 (Z :  
 
do not know how to do anything, that I cannot do a thing”. 

(37) “But I am wedded to my native song. Please God I may not encounter other 
misfortunes, for among poets I am a scholar, and among scholars I am a poet!”. 

(38) “Our poetic roof collapsed – and our house became prosaic”. 
(39) “Contemporary rhythms are algorithms. Contemporary rhymes are loga-

rithms. Every line is a hyperbole. Every line is a parabola”. 
(40) “Ancient rhythms – are they rhythms? Ancient rhymes – are they really 

rhymes?”. 
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Casual references to prosody are not rare in Belarusian poetry and 
Uladzimir Njaklj  no exception. Prose writer and po-
litician as well as poet. Author of probably the best poetry collection 
of the last century,  a, 1996); he has been pa-
rodied at least four times but only for his minor works. An early po-
em of apparent self-criticism, Char i (Trochees) (Njaklj : 88) 
is gleefully taken up by Z cenzija (Self-reference) 
advises the poet to give up writing and sell cassettes of his songs in 
a a: 
love, Ljudmile (To Ljudmila) (Njaklj : 7-8) is parodied by 

Hulkija skoki (Resounding dance steps) in a quite dif-
ferent metre; it seems, moreover, to have little to do with the content 
of Njaklj o the 
poet’s travels, which included prolonged visits to Poland and Fin-
land. Perhaps the best of  parodies of Njaklj  takes three 
excerpts from three of his works in S’mech skvoz’ s’lëzy (Laughter 
through tears). 

Finally, Ales’ 1947-2021) was an innovative and impor-
tant but easily misunderstood poet about whose work there are two 
excellent monographs (Kis’licyna 1997 and Štejner 2010). He has al-
so attracted parodists by the apparent illogicality of some of his un-
conventional thinking. Never content to remain in one place this poet 
has pioneered a number of new genres; the first example of parody-
ing  here i  U netrach nepas’cihlas’ci (In the 
bowels of inaccessibility) of which these are the last 7 lines: 

 
  – 

 
–  

– 
   – 
     

 … 
 

41 (Jur anka 1989: 182) 
 

(41) “Where is the sign? Where the continuation? Why should we guess: both at 
the beginning and at the end there is a marsh, I like the decay of myself – and of it – 
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The parody by Pjatro Suško (1937-1996) of two of Razana
poems as s’ci (The coordinates of eternity) is deli-
berately absurd, as may be seen from the opening of it: 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
42  2001: 266) 

Z Na sëmy dzen’ (On the seventh day) refers to 
ronological eccentricity, as well as to his poetic experi-

ments with new genres; he introduces it from four lines taken from 
two different works, using several of the same lines: 

  

 
 

– 43 :  

* 
 
 
 

–  
 

 
– 

44 (Z :  
 
but also! it irritates me, and when the dried-up smell of rottenness puts me on my 
guard… I have relieved myself of sense. But who will excrete poetry from me?!”. 

(42) “In me there exists the non-existent like an upturned well. I look into it like 
a sunflower, as into a mirror of the sun. I listen with a sharp eye to my confession 
of someone else. I silently cry out with my back, imagining imaginary things”. 

(43) “The days are tied together into seven days. […] I dreamed that on the sixth 
we should meet, but the seventh time – not”. 

(44) “The days are tied together into seven days, and suddenly I dreamed that on 
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To conclude, Belarusian parodists are no respecters of the status of 
their victims, but in the case of the weaker poets the parodists some-
times show more imagination than those they mock. Possibly unique 
to Belarus is the suggestion that some poets should give up writing 
altogether, especially when they show a nostalgia for rural life. Also 
particularly related to the long-lasting agricultural tradition there are 
a variety of parodies about eating ready-made food and perceived 
parasitism. The great majority of parodied poets were writing in the 
Soviet period, leading parodists frequently to write about poets’ con-
cern for material well-being and related to it the power of editorial 
committees and publishers. Other themes such as love and alcohol 
are, of course, found equally frequently elsewhere, as is the lively 
sense of humour that is brought to this genre. 
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the sixth day I could be seen, but on the seventh – suddenly not. And what if some-
time I should lose all my days? I immediately gave up writing poetry and sat down 
to versettes”. 
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their victims, but in the case of the weaker poets the parodists some-
times show more imagination than those they mock. Possibly unique 
to Belarus is the suggestion that some poets should give up writing 
altogether, especially when they show a nostalgia for rural life. Also 
particularly related to the long-lasting agricultural tradition there are 
a variety of parodies about eating ready-made food and perceived 
parasitism. The great majority of parodied poets were writing in the 
Soviet period, leading parodists frequently to write about poets’ con-
cern for material well-being and related to it the power of editorial 
committees and publishers. Other themes such as love and alcohol 
are, of course, found equally frequently elsewhere, as is the lively 
sense of humour that is brought to this genre. 
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Aspetti delle parodie in versi bielorusse 

Presente sin dagli inizi della letteratura bielorussa moderna assieme ai generi conti-
gui della satira e del travestimento, la parodia è diventata particolarmente rilevante 
alla fine del Novecento. Tra i temi parodici più diffusi nella letteratura bielorussa con-
temporanea si osservano le esperienze oniriche del passato, il rifiuto delle mode del 
presente, il patriarcato, il femminismo, il ruolo delle donne come compagne e come 
ostacoli per gli uomini, le relazioni immaginarie con grandi scrittori del passato, il 
sacrilegio, i troppi poeti “ordinari”, l’amore tra passione e comicità, l’alcool, il cibo 
e il parassitismo. Diffusi sono anche temi come l’autocompiacimento, l’ambiguità 
professionale della letteratura, la scrittura poetica, implicando spesso che quest’ulti-
ma debba essere abbandonata, così come la prosodia, il privilegio dei viaggi all’e-
stero e, infine, l’oscurità e l’incomprensibilità. Nessuno scrittore bielorusso è troppo 
importante per poter fare a meno della parodia. Ryhor Baradulin, di cui qui non si 

a volte con successo, altre meno. L’umorismo ha toccato allo stesso modo i grandi 
poeti e quelli più deboli. È difficile dire se questo sia da leggere come un segno di 
maturità della letteratura, come alcuni hanno sostenuto. Non saranno sicuramente le 
vittime o i loro carnefici a dirlo. 

Keywords: Belarusian literature, parody, parodic genres, 20th century poetry, sub-
jects of parodies.  
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